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QINTRODUCTION
The dipole moment function, U (fit) is by definition
the electric dipole moment of two atoms A and B a•t
a distance R apart, and is independent of coordinate origin
if the system A + B is electrically neutral. The dipole
moments of stable heteronuclear diatomic molecules are
important properties which have been extensively studied
experimentally and theoretically, usually in the vicinity
of the equilibrium bond distance. Of course a dipole
moment , can exist due to the interaction of any two dissimilar
atoms even in 5-states, whether they bind or not, and in
particular between different kinds . of rare-gas atoms
it is useful theoretically to distinguish two
sources of the interaction dipoles	 (a) inter-electron
correlation, of the kind which leads to the attractive
dispersion- forces,' dominant- at long-range and'varying a 	
a: 1
R ^; (b) electron exchange, which becomes important when
the electron clouds of the atoms overlap, and leads to
j
the repu].sive ' *forces -between closed-shell atoms, which vary
exponentially with R.
It was first pointed out by A.D. Buckingham)
 in _1957
that the long-range dispersion dipole (neglecting retardation
effedts) can be expanded as a- multipole series in 1/fit and for
•
r	 ,
s-states begins with a term in R~ys
,
&7
	
its
Buckingham carried out simple approximate calculations of
D7 and of the exchange dipole for the interaction of
hydrogen and helium atoms. The conclusions were that the
contributions to the interaction dipole from dispersion
-and exchange were both small at the collision diameter
(c V 5'.5 Boh4 j of the order of 10 3 Debye, and of	 t
opposite sign (dispersion HHo).
The first observation of collision--induced absorption
spectra was made by Kiss and Welch 2 in 1959 with
rare-gas mixtures in the infrared. The spectra are due
}
to the rapidly changing interaction dipole . when two
dissimilar rare-gas atoms collide. The complete -bsorption•	
_x
bands for helium-argon and neon-argon were first seen -in
3the far infrared by Bosomworth and Gush, but for helium-
r
4molecular Hartree-Fock approximation. hartree-Fock
computations of tho di.polo moments of bound diatomic
molecules in the vicinity of the equilibrium distance are in
very good agreement with experiment 8. however, since
the Hartree-Fock.approximation does not describe the
correlation effects involving two or more electrons,
it can only account for the interaction dipole due to
exchange and the subsequent distortion of the atomic orbitalq.
Furthermore, the computer programmes 9 used were desi;ncd
for calculations in the bonding region, and in the inter-
J
mediate range corresponding to the conventional collision
diameters (about 5 nohrs) severe numerical cancellation
occurred. For this reason the calculations were carried
out from R = 2 Bohrs outwards, to provide a more reliable
extrapolation ,. to the distances of importance in the
collision-induced absorption experiments	 It was discovered
that the computed dipole-moments could all be fitted by
single exponentials of the form
1^r
5
model-free calculation of the line shape of the heliw,-
argon absorption by McQuarrie and Bernstein10 . They
r
	 use a Lennard-Jones (12,6) interatomic potential with
parameters deduced from molecular beam scattering
experiments and the calculated Hartree-rock dipole moment
function of Matcha and Nesbet7 . The only assumption
made is that the classical electromagnetic theory of
•	 f	 A
Levine and Birnbaum6 is adequate to describe the absorption.
The Calculated results reproduce the experimental line
shape 3 fairly well, but only after the dipole-moment
.	 a
function is modified slightly to give 'a better fit. 	 '.
In a recent paper Levine ll shows that if one
r
assumes the exponential ,form (2) for the dipole-moment
function, then it is possible to obtain a reliable value
t	 I
0
6
V
Levine goes on to suggest that the discrepancy
is due to the neglect of the electron correlation effects
responsible for the dispersion dipole. By means of a
semi-classical treatment based on the Drude model, he
derives an approximate expression for the coefficient
D 7 in (1), and estimates the values of D 7 for HeNe,
HeAr and NeAr. 	 In particular, the dispersion dipole
he calculates for HeAr is of the same order of magnitude
as the Hartree-Fock overlap dipole at the collision diameter.
In view of the current interest and uncertainty in
the interaction dipole between pairs of closed shell atoms
in thermal collision, it seems worthwhile attempting to
develop a rough but reliable theory appropriate to the
long and intermediate ranges involved. 	 It will be
assumed, by analogy with recent work on the interatomic
potentials-for such atoms 12 that the dispersion and
overlap contributions are additive and that cross terms
can be neglected. The dispersion contribution will be
approximated by the first term of (1), involving the
coefficient D7.	 The object of the first part of the
paper is to develop the theory of D7 by ' expressing it	 in	 J
terms of properties of the individual atom^a, by analogy
with the modern theory of the van der Waals coef-ficients 13
C6., etc.- This was attempted recently by Gersten 14 but
ONO7
2f
	
7
he inadvertently annihilated the two terms which are
actually dominant. The expression for D 7 in terms of	 f
frequency-dependent atomic properties lends itself more
w
easily to fruitful approximations.
rt
The object of the second part of the paper is to
develop a simple perturbation approach to the exchange
1	 dipole given by the Hartree-Fock approximation. The
..	 ;, idea is to try and avoid the severe numerical cancellation
of a full-scale calculation in the intermediate range,
by assuming the overlap is small.
I	 ^	 t
i
.	 ,
a
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ADISPERSION DIPOLE
For a system of two atoms A and p m at a fixed distance
R apart, the interaction dipole is directed along the
• internuclear axis, which we shall take to be the z-axis
in the direction A to E. The dipole moment function p(R)
is therefore the expectation value of the z-component, jaa,
of the d pole moment operator for the state V of the system,
1
The wavefunction T satisfies the Schrodingear equation
i	 (4)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the diatom system AB, and
E is the energy. In the following treatment we shah
neglect all relativistic and electromagnetic retardation
effects, so that H ^s simply the spin-free Hami ltonian,
Perturbation Theory
The Hamiltonian can be written in the perturbation form
l
•
I:
r g
n
 1 
where Ho = HA + H  is the Hamiltonian for the non-interacting
`	 atoms A and D,	 If atom A consists of charges c (actually
Ha electrons ,- e ,, and a nucleus Z ae) at positions r wit, 1
respect to the nucleus of A as origin, and ator. L of chargos
r
e at positions r , with respect to the nucleus of B. and A
is the vector from A to B_, then the electrostatic interaction
energy is
4t
I ^:
G
(13)
('
0
3.0
The definition (9) is-chosen to accord with the
conventional definitions of the moments; for example:
c
charge	 e.	 ^"^a^
	
(10)
y
dipole-	 =	 C re coi@` P	 (11)r
d
quadrupole 0 ii	 dog _	 ^^` t z^Cc^s^ . j	 (12)
(Note that the polar angles. 0a ,.0^ are both defined with
respect to the z-axis AB as polar axis.)	 Since atoms A and
B are electrically neutral, V 1 = V2 = 0 1 and the multipole
series (7) begins
where V 3 is the dipole-dipole interaction terra and V4 is
j	 the dipole-quadrupole interaction term.
y
Provided that the overlap between atom: A and B can
bo nogloctod, so that the Offects of olec •tr^ on oxchanqu a3:o
.	 s
negligible, we can apply Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation
theory ,in a well-known manner 17 . The unperturbed
wavefuncti.on To is simply the product of the normalized
::
wavefunctions A  and Bo for the separate atoms in their
'	 ground S-states,
0
The wave.function, Y through second-order in V is given by 18
11
I = C l -^- Ro V + (ZOV ^ ,`0 \1 +
M	 Y ,
(15)
where V I = V E P)	 V, si,nce the first-order energy
.0) = <OIVIO> vanishes identically For atoms in S-,states.
The reduced resolvent. RQ (or modified Green's operator)
for the ground state can be defined by
12
where, in atomic units,
N
When (15) is substitited into equation (3) for the dipole
momont, it is obvious that the-first term
vanisties, since neither atom has a permanent dipole, nor
indeed any non-vanishing multi.pole moment. 	 Furthermore,
uo is a one--electron operator, and V a two--electron
operator (product-type) , and this leads• to the result that
<n ii R VI7> = n_	 'T'hws fhn fi.rsi-. non-vanishina terms are
t
	 13
n
V
where the coefficient D 7 is given by
>7 = 2 40 1 tAo R. V3 (?.
 V+ 4- /,*°' Q, Vt j t2O V3 i- V; go ju, OQ6 Vq j O ^ (2 2)
,
we have assumed that all quantities are read..
Reduction of Dy
According to (8) , the dipole-dipole term V3 can
be written
r'
	 ^A,	 4- A.,/A
	 (2.1)
where U+. Mi d given by (9)w	 The dipole-quadrupo le term
Vk can be written
14
e
37 ^o o RoY3 RQY (Z 6V
'	 b0.d R, vi O 3 —	 (Zbv P-b3
%f3 tev o ^v 4 ^-- 3^ Rp ^ QvVw W.E 4^	 (26')
The next step is to substitute (23) and (^S) into (26) .
The on ly terms which survive are those for which the s4m
Eta = 0 for the azimuthal indices.	 For example, the
first term in (26) becomes
0' 0 „b	 Imo v	 Q	 =	 `	 6 .,(^ G	 a' ^"	 A Q3	
^* 
oG v
	
o Ro ^` bp ' 6 off.	
(27)
`
	
	
A'simple application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem now leads
to
tw
i^
1.5
n
where we have dropped the suffix 0 on u and 0 , which
from now on will refer to the z and zz components.
The next stage in the reduction is to analyze
the two-atom resolvent Ro , given by (16). The stags
K of the combined system A + B can be specifeo by the
states kt and k of the separate atoms A and B	 Thus
and (16) can be written
•
S
a
16
and the prime on the sum indicates that the ground
state k e 0 is omitted; similarly for B. The f^rst two
terms in (31) clearly represent singleratom excit4tions
The last term describes simultaneous electron excitations
to A and B, and is defined by
Are	 I At Br> < AqL u^, (33)
wooka ,^.o^^
By making use of the identitylg
F
I
4
it
3
N
4
a
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(Note the sign in (35)	 This
provided that Ek > E  for all k;
nd state.)	 It follows
that
and'similarly for B.
form is only possible
that is, for the grow
immediately from (36)
Ip ^`''	 ^IroT	 O
for all 63, and since R0 = Ro (0) , we have
However, note that from (31)
RoI9 ':'' V-0 I A 6 `> _	 p	 (39)
i
	
.
9
a
y
18
i
cry' Cho
	
P,^,w	 G^^	 -b?
Vi to	 AO%'	 0	
00p
r
( 4p)
Note that the first two torMs in brackets involve one
single and one double resolvent, and thus have a
different structureucture from the third term, which involves
two. double reso,lvents (and may therefore be expected to
be smaller)
	
By inserting the integral (35) for
R0B in ('40) , we obtain
,f
where
(41)
r1
f
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it is convenient to introduce symbols for the quantities
involved in (42) and (43) . 	 Only one is well-known*
namely the frequency-dependent polarizability
oC Ciw'^	 01	 12 064 =	 10'>
	 (44)
Define
.<0 I 
r
k Roo goCw y	 i- R ,^ . Ro(w>	 I 0", (45)
0 1 
r• 
(Zo	 1% CV) rt r 0> i	 (46)
and
#_
20
`	 ►^ ^	 ^----^ L (400) q( #Aj0U) — ^ ^ ^1t	 (kiov
 Ar	 a	 a
f
Equation (49) is essentially the same as Gersten's^`^
expression for D1. 	 Clearly both parts of D7 change s ign
if A and B are interchangede and vanish if atoms A and B
are the same, as they must. 	 If D 7 is positive the
polarity is Atli+. 	}
The formulae for D7 appear too complex to be
susceptible to helpful physical interpretat ion. Nor
do the quantities y^r and L appear to occur in exactly
' these forms in other; properties. 	 The closest
relationships are as follows:
(l) Buckingham 20 has defined a third-order property
as the energy coefficient of the electric field squared
times the electric field gradient. 	 It is a tensor of -L-he
}
fourth rank, whose irreducible component m 4 for atoms
can be written	
}
5 ^W
	 2 <o R.	 coo ZO O 1 ^>	 3°
This is related to y and r by
M 11 ""MINE,
i
21.
(51)
E
r Cod oI
<	 only a preliminary measurement for methane has been
.r
reported 20
F
(2) The quantity L (o, o) is twice the norm of the
first-order polarization wave;Cunction,
(52)
.L is similar to the polarizability a , as may be seen
by expressing them in the well-known sxim--over--states
forms,
However, apart from these incomplete and not
immediately helpful connections, the quantit4^as Y(a- )/
r(u,v) and L(u,v) are mainly new, unknown and fairly
I	 sophisticated properties of atoms, 	 Furthermore,
since Y and r involve transition quadrupole moments in
ad,-J.Ation to oscillator strengths t they cannot be related
to and estimated from optical propertiesr as can the
polarizability 21 a(iW.) and presumably also L(u,v).
Unfortunately it is not yet pos.-sible to calculate
properties as complicated as y and r reliably for- atoms
larger than helium.	 Even if this were possible, one
would still like to know what approximate property or
properties of the separate atoms determine the sign of the
interaction dipole.	 It is therefore natural to seek to
approximate the formulae for D7. Buckingham has alroady
applied the familiar Uns8ld approximation to his sum-over-
states expression for D 7-	 However, the formula which
results contains unknown average excitation energies, and
dons not appear to be vary accvratc in tho only cziso j.-ii
which it can be tested (see below).	 Fortunately a simpler
and apparently much more accurate approximation is made
possible by starting from the expressions (48) and (49)
involving the integrals over imaginary frequencies.
22
A
I	 I
23
Approximate
Since a(iw) is al:.-7i7^ys posit.a.vc , we can write (48)
in the -form
(56)"UW)
Xt is easy to 'r.-oe Qlat both rv, (1w) .glad y (10) vary
asyraptotictally h n^ t 	 ratio approaches
a finite md non-	 Zuppose thi8 ratio
t C-3
	 (57)
	were independenf-of, 0,.	 TIll!n since the dispersion energy
AB	
-	
22coefficient C6 of -R is given by
A,c*
(58)
(56) could be written
I
r
9
24
which is unlikely to bo easy to oaloulate or approximate.
.Another possibility is g	 given by
	
^^W) =-	 ^-,/W)/Caew) -
Now from, (36) it follows 1-.hat asymptotically
	
KO 041	 'T - "^	 &.L	
L	 14 ) I W 0
	
(61)
Hence
r--	 -	 -'-- -	 -- -	 - ---------	 -	 -	 ' -
^
Thus	 involves only a second-order property (one
resolvent factor),	 However, the weighting factor
0=0 and falls off like (j_ 4 . so that the use of (64) is less
appropriate than 9 1 (0). 	 A third alternative, which may
their average values over all frequenciesr Y and a, and
pu	 It follows from (36) that
Hence, by sWDstituting into 	 (45)	 and (44),
OC
and therefore
This is an appealing compromise, since it involves only
a fairly Pimpla second-order property and an expectation.
26
value.	 Lt is shown in appendix ;Z that for the hydrogen
'	 atom in the ground stake
i
r^
r	 i-^o^	
.103112.
	 ^ • 5'^ ^
 A
zThus g (ivy) does not vary drastically, and the average
ratio is close to the zero frequency value.
Appoximate formula part 11
Turning now to equation (49) for D7 Z we can write
.	
ait in a form analogous to (56)
4
{
and approximate it by
kL w
where
--	 !	 (72)
0
i.
_,,^._
9a
(73)
I,
(74)
3
(75)
r
t
27
k
and
C	 0^Ar
t
The choice of the ratio of averages (72) in (71) is
y
consistent with that for gT .	 In addition, as will be
shown, it is easy to calculate, less critical than the
choice for g T , and apparently a good approximation. 	 it
follows from (46)-and (65) that
os,
so by .combining this with (90) for L we get
. , { a 1 '- O
Since both numerator and denominator are first-order
S ,	 '
V.-
d
r
28
O
1,a6
	
t,$3
	
2 5
( i
a,	 Q.'
K
(76)
The extreme variations from the average are larger in
this case, + 66% and r-50$, , than for g (W)
Coefficient CII
l	 Unfortunately, the quantity CAB, given by the integral,
y	 ii(73) , which occurs in formula , ( 71) * for D7 , is not a well-
known property of the diatom AB like the Van der Waals
coefficient CASs Occurring in D7.	 However, ( 73) 	 be'.
#	 written in a sum-over-states form
f
u _ •o^	 (77)CAra
X ^ IJ
^	 ^ ^y
R t
n
29
which is similar to that for
0. V
(78)
and similar techniques could be used to obtain good
estimates from optical data21 ' 23 . Alternatively, it is
not difficult to develop simple approximations for C.
and as D7 x is four or rive times smaller than D71 the
additional approximation is not serious.
An upper bound for C1I can be obtained by replacing
the arithmetic mean k (W ► o + GD^o) by the geometric
mean l`co o to get
(79)
IL	 UO	 Aar
If A and B have spectra which are not too :different,
iT(79) should be .a reasonable approximation for CAB.	 For
two hydrogen atoms	 '
rr	 r
y,
30
	which differs by less than 3%.	 The approximation (79)
is equivalent to replacing (73) by
,.',,	 .00
R
Now it 'follows from (36) that
1..
^L Cam) ^ .^.	 ^-	 lG
r
(32)
a
(83)
and hence
r
	 (84)
which proves the equivalence.
An alternative approximation for CAB ,.which probably
Y
always leads ^o a lower bound-in practice, can be obtained
by 'utilizing the projection operator
to	 o
r
Inse.rtirg Q between the resolvent operators in L (U,v)
given by (47) leads to the approximation (not necessarily
a lowor bound for , all u,v)
1
s	 c. w. ♦.crr -.sr-	 s	 ^t	 :	 ww ♦s•w rwwr. ♦ - xrw N- R°s a . .	 ♦ r rw...w ♦ 	 ,	 .♦
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a LjO>
x	 0^CL'WL
where OC(iw) is the dynamic polarizability defined by (44) ,
and a is the frequency average given by (67).	 The
"product" approximation (85) has the virtue of
satisfying the exact relations
a +^
	
	 t.
dAr
	
L,CKIv) 3 oC C&.)	 (86)
,R
and similarly for v, which follow from (47) , (65) and
(44) .	 By substituting (85) into (73) and using (58) wo
'	 get
A,,
	
•
	
g	 C	 (87)
For two hydrogen atoms, for which C 6 = 6.50 and
aa 2<0 f u z 0>2, the approximation . ;Melds
C2C^ ` 3`ot 1 r G^?	 (88)
	
..	 a
21
compared with the accurate value (81) of 4.93	 and.
is therefore low by, about 5%-.
Yet another approximation, which is superior to
(79) if A and B are different, can be obtained by
supposing that
hC%) w) N	
•(89)
and choosing K and E to give (i) the correct integral.
(84) , which leads to K = ao e and (ii) the correct
frequency average
'	 4
-"JAY
RL	 /	 ,	 )
3s
And choosing i and a to give (i) a(0) = ao correctly,
and (ii) the correct frequency average, so that
E « a/ao , then
CAM	 3O^^ aG	 (93)
For two hydrogen atomz (93) gives 6.75 compared with the
r_
...yam.. 	 .	 • ....	 :.	 ... ,.L^...an 4.a:.
	
. p, , - ,:: "tyl : 'rr3.;F ,' E ►+.k }J.	 ,. x ... . L,^Litenl ii ..^ . .,. -.	 _	 t....i.:^w...i.^.+.z '-. ..._.	 -,ti.....ww^....r.,+..,,.,...,^.++.r	 aw.
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5	 1
Model system : s_caledhydrogen atoms,
' The simplest system which can be treated accurately
and used to check approximate formulae for Dy consists
ee
of a one-electron atom with a scaled hydrogenic wavefunc^ion
(scaled hydrogen atom	 H^) interacting with a hydrogen
atom (unscaled, H) .	 The more general case, of two
hydrogenic atoms differently scaled can be easily obta}ned
' from this special case,
	
If the scale f actor C is equal
to unity . or infinity D 7 (H^ -H)
 must vanish, but between
these limits it is nun- zero and positive.
	 An'analyt.-Lcal
r
' expression for the function D7(C). is
 probably quite
difficult to derive, because even the exact one-^electroA
dynamic polarizability a (iw) is a formidable function'
However, it is not difficult tc calculate accurate
numerical values by using a* technique introduced by ]Karplus
and Kolker
Let Ak .and
.
 (k	 =0, 	 be orthonormal basis
sets satisfying the conditions
' ( )
	 Ao a Ao , B	 o Do
(ii)	 V aAo and U B	 are members of the sets.
N(iii) they d agonalize the -unperturbed Hamiltonians1 HA and H$,
so that
N N	 ' 
6
^ N	
,
z
r-
twhere
1r
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and similarly for B.	 The approximation for U 7 consists
in replacing the dynamic resolvent R (w) , given by
(3 6 ) by
where the approximate excitation energies are
^.	 =
p .A	 A	 r
r.
and ^ I is the other term with A and D inter hangod.
Similarly ( 49) can be written
where •
4*0
By substituting (98) into equations (4 4) - (4 7) for
a, Y, I' and L, then . into (101) and (103) and carrying out
the integrations ?
 we obtain
A	
rto j
IL
J	 '
(102)
a
(103)
( -LO4 )
36
I	 .
(107)
•
•.......,.^....`.•.+«.aw....r+^.s.rr	 a.	 ^a..	 . •	 •...:. .^:i.s^..«.	 24.i.....+i.n.^riJiae . . ,. + a 's7. , 	 r w a ♦ s	 r	 .. «a	 < ,.	 . a
3'7
and similarly for B.
For the model system in which B is a hydrogen atom
and A is a hydrogen atom scaled by 9, the ground state
wavefunctions are
The obvious choice of basis set for A is the 4Wscalod
version of the set for the hydrogen atom B, say '3c (r) .
The excitation energies and mati.Lx elements for A and B
are • then simply related by scaling,
w it s ^•^w	
.^- ti s ^ •..•
	 L- . ^. ^ ^'^, 1	 (^.^i$)
s,
where the unsuperscripted quantities are for the hydrogen
.tom (B).. A further simplification comes from the fact 	 j
, that only basis functions k with p and d angular
symmetries (and m=0) lead to non-vanishing matrix element.
The basis can therefore be divided into two groups of
Pkfunctions.	 r•	 p ( ) (]c=1, ... np) with a factor r cos4
d^ (r), • (i=i,... ,na) with a factor r 2 P 2 (cose)	 The only
matrix elements appearing` in the formulae are as follows:
__	
Y
N
rleo y <pkl^v,(o>
..xnr: • a•1 w•6
	 frr t s.	 a	 , ,	 w.+. .-+.. .+-.«.^..:°=r a..	 ^+ ar..t-°^{.: " e^ r« 1^3 t"+t rar i w rs^wa+.r,A's rMU^'" v•4w•K.e	 .eft wa •	 ..1sr.rrltw sarsrsaR wa -a+mr tr: a+r ... m m • .eysr .
i
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a
The basis functions used were of the , forms employed by
previous workers 25 0, 26,
V%ay
Cos h t	 C. Y' r 	— V. ?'(w1) ^ w C	 a 01 . 10 )p .	 L
In practice the Lowdin-Shull functions 28 , which are
orthonormal linear combinations like (110) , were employed.
We found that with np 10 and nd 20 the convergence
"appeared to be satisfactory.
The results for D^(^), are given in Table 1 and by
the solid curve in Figure 1., Note that D 7 ' rises steeply
to a maximum value of 107`.0 (atomic units) at 	 = 1. 223
i	 and then declines monotonically. 	 It was d'^scovered by
approximate scaling arguments discussed-in the next section
i
that the calculated values are' given to better than 73 -over
the whole range of; considered by the function
a
16t3L j^	 "'^t^ ,.	 (111)C ^^ ,,,,♦ 	 ...,,,_.K,	 ]fit ^,^ ^}. .,_—=-1 ^,^ t t ^ ^
3 T ^	
i
•
r
3
•
s
r
,...,
•
T
where the constants are the accurate value of D, -^ and D7
calculated from (104) and (105) for ^=I; their values are
°	 -	 given in equation (124) .	 The values calculated from
(111) are given in the last co lumn of Tab le 1.
9
A. most important check was .obtained for the system
of two hydrogen atoms	 although Dy vanishes in
this case, the components
?	 7
do not. -Accurate values for DP I and D lY can be obtained7
by a completely different route thanks to the work of
i	 Hirschfelder and' Mason 27 .	 The long-range dispersion
force F between two neutral atoms A and B in S-states
is given by the inverse-power series
A
i
_ i
.x.
y	 ,
r.r,^r.,r,Cs^,M rkl^r 
	 tF	 ...^,^. ,:,_	 ♦ ••••w...._.w..	 - ^ .^{r..,^.:zr,¢ .^, It^att: c+t t•	 a	 t	 - r: ..rre	 war	 ,x+^aa,.+,s!	 ► "I:irsiJiU olL^r1'.1	 i.--rr.-_.	 ..	 w	 «	 ..*...	 +	 ...
`	 s	
`
j	 4V
!
! a
a •	 r.-	 • alias . iwM wt- ! 	 - ::♦ • a r.j9 a.w,.hw,.{a.r..e..y.ra.^/•r.-•s.sawrarw+l.n cv+..w.n... ws. an ♦ ,• 	 a	 ca.r_xs i
y
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Since f is a one-electron operator, equations (116) and
(117) can be written as _integrals over perturbed charge
densities,
Mr
{
y 
rArrir	 ^^	 ^^ ^^	 •	
y	
^
'_	 ^.^ ^^	 •	 (120)
Hirschfelder and E14*ason 27 derived accurate approximations
for P 7 (r) and p 7
 
(r) for two hy'dro5en atoms,  which are
quoted in appendix W,	 They calculated'(atomic unite)	 f
FB I 	36.284	 and	 F 7	 2.717,	 (121)x'
+f 	 rte,.
•	 so that 6 F ^' _ .6..500 , compared w h the exac ^,
alue2 8 29
Cr	 6.499 (to four figures)
Clearly; the atomic contributions 5 7 L and ^ 7 T to the
;+ a	 interaction dipole coefficient can also be expressed in a
form similar to (116) and (117)., namely
p
t T ' ^' r	a	 (122)
V-1	 a
..	
X123)
•
.,
it is therefore straightforward to use the Hirsch folder
and Eliason 27 perturbed densities to calculate these
quantities for two hydrogen atoms. Details are given
in appendix B.	 The results are as follows (atomic units):
D7	 (1) D 7	 ( 1 ) D7 (M)
Ours,	 (104) (105)-	 330.505 64.006 394.511
(1.24)
E,,(122)	 & (123).1	 330.512 64.007 394.519
The agreement is excellent.	 Our results are presumably
more accurate since we used a larger basis set, and both
basis sets were of the same kind. Howevero the difference
is negligible, Note that the contribution
of 
part I is
over five times greater than part 11.
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Test of M2roxaiamate formulae
The model system H 4 - H treated in the last section
provides a means of testing the basic approximation
proposed for D7	 given by (59) and (71) .	 From the
definitions (68) and (75) of the g factors it follows
4
by scaling that
43
N	 5.
r.
where gB'C g  are the values for a hydrogen atom, given
numerically by (69) and (76)	 Hence, by substitution
	
7	
(^	 (1261
iL
	
Y?	 d'µ	 O	 (127)
u;5
C^0^-R^ z 6 - kr- 9 q 0 Z7 tNo
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(128)
C( U.	 (P. - Lie 	 0 2- (a
4
The agreementis excellent, better thar. 1 in ,l0 6s
By substituting into equations (126) and (127)
for various values of ^ we obtain the results in
Tables I and 3. From Table 1 we see that the
approximation for D 7 is good to about 1.5% over the
range g'= 1 to 2,	 Prom. Table 3 it can be seen that the
approximation is good for both parts Of D 7,, but especially
part II.
The satisfactory agreement for this model system gives
us confidence l in applying the approximation to the rare-gas
atoms. However, since the atomic property y occurring
in g is not available in the literature, it is necessary
to maka a further approximation.	 in view of thif,!;j it it;
not worth laboriously calculating very accurate values of
CAB from optical data if sufficiea^ly accurate values can
be calculated from one of the approximations derived for
C I in an earlier section.
	 in Table 2 the simple
approximations , (91) and (94) for C	
i'"H) 
are compared
Jwith the accurate results for various -values of
	 Both
approximations give.re ults within a few per cent. Since
45
(94) involves C 6 , which appears naturally in part X of
D It we choose it.	 The approximate formula for D?f
obtained by combining (59)g (71) and (94) is then
,C	
- ,
	
V	 W
- — ):P-"
where we have dropped the bars on the g's and
<O(	 k-G) L b>140 -&(O>o	 (130)
0	 (131)
Z. 0	 40	 o' ► /4o^A Cot4 o	 (132)
This formula gives
	.ai ar ate . .y. ._., » 	 .	 .. h	 +„	 ,+ 	 ,a	 ®..r..	 r a	 -a, t+. .. c.._	 ff r +r- c	 :a	 s ,<e	 .s	 1	 +	 rr	 r+ +	 +	 .>	 +
•
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T, he Unsold Approximation	 +
I
The bottleneck in estimating the dispersion
contribution: to the interaction dipole is now reaucoa
to the calculation of g T , which involves the unsymmetrical,
second-order property <4 1 URoUd 14> .	 Its calculation is
a	 .	 4
therefore a problem of the same order of difficulty as
the static polarizability. The simplest approximation
3
to use is that of Unso1d30 , which is equi.valen 1u; to
replacing the resolvent by
(^o =^^;
	 lo w* 	(134)
I4.7
(x.37)
where 31
1	
aO 
M. —,L401p20GLO>9
0
For hydrogen the three values are
whereas the value of w* which would give g 1 correctly
is
(139)
a
Thus even the smalle- s t of the three rhoi ces , E , a. s over
20% too large.. and will produce a corresponding error iri
the opposite direction in .the terms of D 7 .	 However,	 {
r
	 in the absence of a better alternative it may. be the only
way of estimating gz'. The rough formula incorporating
`	 this approximation into (129) is
t	 t-
-^-^ `^ 4	 140)
The systematic-use'of-the Unsold approximation in the
original formula (40) for D 7
.
 was proposed by Buckingham ,
,..	 wi.^+,. 1"	 ♦ Ni.«.'a at w +^4^•....r_"__ .. .. 	 e....	 . ,...._..,. ...^--2 ••...•.,: fill .. _m,a•^s,^:1,. ►.«i:^.^►/.►te- t :s*t
r	
4 8
rr
•	 i
who chose the ionization energy I for both of the averaajo
it excitation energies which appear in the formula.	 This
leads to
	
+TO ^	 ^ ^► e3	 ^	 ^
,^	 Z-- .1_.	 ^^ 1 tQ L t1? God '-(^	 (141)
or re-arranging in accordance with (140) ,
N 6^°l `l ° > ^Qlr-tf 04.- _ ?....	 E	 141
I	 /
1	 ..< _.}	 . «,.r.w..... r ^'T'+*'a^*^r.r*^..srn^^r.. ,^ ,.xx .+^r^narrmtiirtu z^rt.ti^:zu;,.'. x::. F-»
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•	 N	 '
Z^
c s 	(_	 ) .
and has therefore one- and two-electron parts. The
expectation value for an S-state is
^a LW> =	 X00 r11U7 4-- 2 V40V-c a 4o L j O'> ,	 r
The two-electron term would vanish in the absence of
electron exchange, and is often neglected. Similarly
so
and (132) becomes
21'f <r1> 3 oC a	 (149)
Note that both (148) and (149) . are exact for one and
1 r
	 two-electron atoms
Estimates of the dispersion dipole for rare-gas diatoms
In view of the interest in the interaction dipoles
of tl^.e rare-gas diatoms, discussed in the introduction,
it seems worth--while attempting to estimate the magnitude
of the dispersion contribution represented by the leading
term D 7/R 7
 of (21)	 For this purpose we shall select
formula (140) with g II given by (148) and e given by (149)
as the most accuratc.^
 tompromise for which data are
available.
	 The ` A''?r; v.a-,nt data for the hydrogen and rare-gas
atoms in their growid states are collected in Tables g and
S.
	 The expectation values < r 2 > and <r a> in Table
are Hartree-rock values calculated by ,
 hraga and Malli32j
except. for I3 (exact) and He (ac .urate33 ) .	 The static
polarizabilities-ao
 are taken from a review by Dalgarno 31 ^
where the original references are given; most of the
values were deduced from optical measurement. The
collision diameters,-oy , are taken from Hirschfelder., Curtiss
r
a
v.
1r
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and Bird 34 , except for H, which is estimated from the
3
Eu
 state of H2,	 The C 6 coefficients in Table 2 are
. ► 	 u
taken from a table of recommended values by Dalgarno 01
wWce the original references are given.
Before calculating the actual. values of D7L^3 from the
data in Fables 4 and 51 let us consider its sign.	 The
dominant terms are those'of D7, given by (55), which is
positive corresponding to A^B + if g  > gA.
	
In (140)
gi is approximated by 2gli/e, so that the atom with the
larger,value of this quantity will be positive. From
Table .4 it can . be seen that the order - 6f decreasing valuesi
of 2g, /e is H, Xe, Kr, Ar, He, Ne. 	 The order of
decreasing values of 9. is H, Kr, Xe, Ar, He, Ne, so that
except for Xe and Kr, D7z contributes in the same sense
•
as D7. Even apart from hydrogen, the order is irregular
because Ne 'is below He.
I
+4.r..^^—*a.°er.4r^w^sY.J.l1ar^,:i.. 	 -	 re	 •	 ..t	 x.i+..^+,wr.e...r•r.v+!«..a.,^s,r,.«a«..r..*r air rh,*,wwx-sF.x.,rr	 .,,.,.,.r ^ ^.^	 .. _ a ace. w w wea n+++
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be Xe, Kr, Ar t H, Ne t He.	 Also	 (150) predicts much
larger values than (140) ; for HeAr Levine calculates 0 7 =827 a.up
(compare the Table 6 value,-	 of 26 a. u.) .	 The failure
of the Drude formula is presumably connected with the
{
assumption of harmonic Motion by the electrons, which is
incapable of allowing for the difference in the spread
of the radial electron distribution represented by the
qratio gl=.
The values of D 7 calculated from (140) are given
in Table 6; it should be borne in mind that, on the basis
of the error in gI for hydrogen, the magnitudes may be
20% low.	 The interaction dipole due to the leading`
1
dispersion term, .at the conventional collision diameter
a	 (CtA+CF r _ that is
..
AA
..is given in Table 7 in.atomic units. 	 The values are
all extremely small, -less than 0.001 Debye, when compared
with the dipole moments of bonded heteropolar diatomic
molecules near equilibrium.
u	 -
li
5s
fi
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OVERLAP DIPOLE
In this section we shall outline a simple perturbation
approach to the overlap or exchange contribution to the
a
interaction dipole U(R) for distances R such that the
`	 overlap between the electron clouds of atoms A and B
is small. This should include distances around the
conventional collision diameters QAB for the rare-gas
atoms.
We shall consider the overlap contribution to be
essentially the interaction dipole as calculated by the
Hartree-Fock approximation ' for the diatom AB. Two,
effects can be distinguished. First,' the' pure exchange
effect due to the-electrons exchanging between the
undistorted atoms A and B, in accordance with the Pauli
principle. Second, the distortion of the atomic orbitals
of .A and B due to the interaction.
	 The Hartree-mock
' 
ca	 7	
'lculations of Matcha and Nesbet included both effects.
At small distances (R=2 Bohr) , they state that the only
orbitals .which make a significant: contribution to the ' •. `	 " • 	 ^
interaction dipole, which is of the order of one- Debye, "'
	
r
are those added to the atomic basis to describe distortion.
Nevertheless, near the collision diameter (5-6 Bohr),
v
'where the energy, of interaction is very small, it is
♦
—	 ak. 	 '^
J4
unlikely that appreciable distortion occurs, the overlap
dipole is now oiily of the order of 0.001 of a Debye.
r
Exchange dipole
Let us assume that for R >•aAB the wavefunction
T for' the diatom AB can be approximated satisfactorily by
antisymmetrizing the product of the ground state
wavefuncti.ons Ao and Rio of the separate atoms, as in a
'conventional Hpitl.er-London treatment,
Ao 30	 {J. 51 	 a
Let the Hartree-Fock cratial atomic orbitals for A and,'IB
j
be a,, a2, .	 a; ' aid b 1 , b 2 , , , b where Na = 2m and	 i
N  = 2rt
	
{
Then since
A=.	 0.t(j) c((A) A4ILi f4L-) a,,C3y ^t.L'f) ..	 a,^ C 2w )^ [t ► ) ^	 (152)
and similarly for R, we have, ignoring normalization,
LLB	 (153)
t 	
x.
,
	
,	 .
v	 t.i/-	 v^. @h--c	 s	 r-	 n,
e k^#ssws.^rsK.+nrt j 1 w ex + xs ► 	 'r. •.a.	 s	 ^	 + `.;.:a«:.iJiEY:.94'.}.t 1 ` P',: ^etal^c.`ni?s^ri94J`n." rr+M,xPMrLE+ ^+aNeeakwe ^,w.LK;.w. .ra^wwsws:. w.wthS+SrYe^.af.:e-.^^ °^.: a;-. a,c ec. 	 w
t
t
Note that  this wavefunction is not quite as restrictive
as it seems.	 It is essentially the same as the Hartree-
Fock wavefunction
NF
where the molecular spin-orbitals i consist of linear+
combinations of the atomic spin-orbitals a ia, ai d, I.n j a,b j 0 4
The exchange dipole moment, as we shall call the overlap
	
f
dipole when distortion is neglected or does not contribute,
is given in the Hartree-Fock approximation by
tk,,
r 	{
_ (90
	 4<S It . Lj '
>P 4
0
 1 T>,
	
(155)	 1
7
-where the 'z-component of the dipole moment operator, Uo
is given by (17) and (1$) and T by (153)
	 Since u is a0
one-electron operator, and the dipole moment is independent
of origin for a neutral system, (155) can be reduced to
.-=I^si^!MM^W^: w^r"+A.itl^FA4iW -' #5^"	 .... dws^ie^i'ew:ubst . .-r	 (f <w	 ab^N w	 :9- A.	 p ,.	 ... ^
J6
and z = z  .. R/2 a z  + R/2 is an electronic coordinate
with respect to the mid-point of AB as origin. Since the
orbitals on A and B are separately otthonormall
 if A and
B did not overlap the density would be
(158)
and the dipole moment (156) would vanish. When A and
B overlap the density involves the orbital overlap functions
S •• un 	 46.1 q:*>.	 (159)
5
An expression for the single-particle density matrix
Y (x; x') (x=r, a) of two non-orthogonal groups of electrons,
such as two overlapping atoms, has been given by Sutcliffe
and McWeeny 36 . However, their formula is completely
general, and so advantage cannot be taken of the simplifying
features of*orbital wavefunctions. The formula for the
density .matrix 
Y (x;x') in the present case will therefore
be derived, and leads immediately to the density p (r)
J
•	 x
K
s
:
r	
-F'
u	 4r-y
^eS =:i r ^..3i. 	 .. .,, . ^., .	 `6i.,► tRLid.tc^ t4,s.ss:
	
_ r
	 ^.-	 ^t,..:6^ ►x.^e,+;^s..s,».4+:	 sir-;, ^.^.si:^. s a
:57
Exchange density
Consider a system of AT electrons 4escr.ibcd by a
Slater determinant of non-orthogonal, spin orbitals
► ^ (?c) . *2(X)	 , , N ^ ) as in (154)	 It A oll.ows from
the definition
Wall') 0
a
{
that
4-s"
LA
	 where	 is ,the . row vector ( ^► i ^ ^ ^ i :.: ^;,^} and A: Is the
overlap matrix
.Ar^ ^ 1
1
1
r^L
GJ
^E
	
s	 ;^
-	 o
a	 ^
:Yy
lk
{f
i^
	
(164)	 ^R
where	 is a 2n x 2m matrix A
(165)
E
It is easy to see-by partitioning 	 that
--1	 y 1	 ;
1
i
Hence t by substituting (166) and (163) into (161) we get 	 j
owl
Oft
ICY06	 V46
R^
.^.
`
,,,	 -	 t _'	 r^Xt	 ^^• ^"'(167)`b, i
Now if	 consists of two Se ts
,
 of m spin--orbitals
a 1 d/ 
a 2 a` ..: , am (% and a Q , a, 2 ^, ... j* to S , and	 b consists
of - two `sets of n spin-orbitals b l a b 2 a,	 , bn a and .
b26 0
 ... b•	 X, then since the spin eigenfunCtons a and
A
i•yfY'.♦ t'	 ^ f..R`.,.	 _._ •	 ^ ^.	 •_ _.a_._	 i.N.^^.^,.lif i.+^^•Y.w^. ^.	 .. ....a..^^r—..i.\ii,Y.•11• ._^....., ^. rwN:4i".il^+ri'.1l.^riiiw .s .J,«^J•rr^a.^•w.u.•,^.•^..^^.r...wwrr^r...ru^«w....r.. a....^._+•	 « +r •.	 t«w
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are orthogonal, the matrix -D) has the farm
i
f	 +	 (1^^^
where
is the n x m overlap matrix for spatial orbitals, with
elements given by (159)
	
By putting . x' = x in (167) and
integrating over spin,it follows that the spinless density
is	 j
2.
A simple check is given by integrating, which leads after
reduction of the , right-hand side to the correct result
2m + 2n N
The exchange density, p-p - ,can be expanded in powers,
^of the orbital overlap functions, which decrease
exponentially with R. The leading terms in the exchange
MOM-	 LLI
_ ...x. . Si:_.
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density, of order S 2 1 which should-be adequate al: the
conventional collision diameter, are
cod 
= ^,. ^, ^^.. ^ ^ b • S ,^ .a^ 
-^ a • ^',^ ^^`
	
.. 
4- 2-7Z T	 • ` 
	
^ •
	
1M fir f	 • W M,^ J .	 + •
	
fib
^i^^^iiirrrr	 YYWII	 C	 /// t
Note that these terms integrate to zero. For the closed
shells assumed here, they correspond roughly to a loss of
density between the atoms, and an increase on the atoms.
By substituting (171) into equation ` (156) for the
exchange dipole, and can(-ell'ing out diagonal , atomic
contributions, we get
MM
(171)
P
}-M
J.	
-IS (	 i6.	 (17 2)
as before, if 
-Uex (R)-is positive the polarity is A B^.
The first term gives the contribution due to the orbital
overlap dipoles <a i lzlb >, which vanish only if the orbitals
ai and b^ are identical*.	 The last two terms', ih (172) involve
orbital' transition dipoles of the separate atoms, 'which vanish
. .w •.•r . w Yr 11 ♦ 	 ... i w1 f ' ^. .: Y..N..,.	 r.	 •	 w•• •.-	 •.• •	 ^	 ,,. a• • • •..^.i..A I a 1.^lyn...^...^ yr l"4' w.n.+.r^........:^ti^J. i.wi Xi.. .sb♦>.ewa i.itvF+f L+rw..w.^w.ww.M^n..V++reni..wr 	 .^.
.	 ^ 1
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unless the orbitals i and j have different parity.
It does not appear to be possible to write the
exchange dipole as the sum of two atomic contributions,
NA- and u B ,, as suggested by Matcha and Nepbet 7 .	 The
last two terms in (172) have this character, but in
general'.one , would expect the first terms to dominate.
The concept of -atomic contributions, it it-is valid at all,
•	 probably belongs to the realm of shorter distances, where
the effects of atomic orbital distortions dominate.
Tor does it appear possible to make any general statement
about the sign of the exchange dipole.. However, in the
absence of actual calculations... some -
.
insight can be, gained
by, looking at a few special. cases
H d^ roggn-Helium
Let us consider- first the case of two one-electron
1	 `atoms with. single . orbitals a and b o;i each centre in a
non-bonding triple't,•state .	 Equation (172) cannot be applied
41rectly to this simple case, but it is easy to see that
i
1	
-
If a and b are s-typo orbitals with orbital ,a larger than
orbital b, so that their cross-sections through the z-axis
--
c-S L
(174)
R7 -
j
i
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are as drawn in figure 2 0 it is easy to see that
<a(xlb> is positive. 	 Hence the 'Long range exchange
dipole uex is positive corresponding to A B+
This argument can be applied to hydrogen interacting
with helium.	 Orbital a = 'IT exp (-r ) and there are two
Hartree--Fock is ox_,bitals b, which can be approximated by
n	 %exp (--4rb) with ^>l.	 Hence we conclude that the,
exchan a di ole has the o I it W T-Ie+	13uckin haml
n quotes the integrals, which for large R reduce to the'
asymptotio form (4>1)
which is approximately of form(2)
	 For the collision
diameter, c.(HHe)
	 5.48., , and taking ^= 2I(He) = 1.3444,
formula (174),gives u	 0.00214*
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ax^R,) ^,:^ . $ ^al^lis^<lsl 0.'> -^ Cat^, ^ ^a><lsl a> ^-
2s b a-r,^><2^ to>< t23	 (175)
`	 At large distances the term .<a z 2r 2p a> will dominate.,
and it is clear from figure 3 that both factors will be
`	 negative, 4nd the product positive.
	 Actually all terms
in (175) appear to be positive, so the long--range
exchange dipole will-. , be positive, corresponding to He^Ne^.
This is the polarity' calculated by Matcha and Nesbet ;.
Helium-Xenon
We consider this case as an exai^gple of He interacting
.with a I large atom.	 There are many terms coming from
the Xe orbitals 1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p64d105s25p6.
	 Let'
them be denoted.by
 b as before
	Then from (172)
^I
K*>< 6j
and hence
64
'(173)
(177)
It is thereforepossible that in interaction with a large
atom like Xe the polarity is He+Xe . This argument
enables ore to understand the existing Hartree-rock
calculations 7
 according to which the polarity of the
overlap dipole for HeAr is He+Ar	 Clearly, in order to
proceed further it is necessary to calculate uex(R) given by
(172) using the known 37
 Hartree-Fock orbitals of the atoms
of interest.
The approach to the exchange dipole suggested irl this
section makes two a stmiptions .
	 The first, mentioned ` above_,
r ris that the orbital distortion described by the Hartree-
Fock approximation'can be neglected about and beyond the
.`conventional collision diameter v	 The second is that,
notwithstanding the 'failure
_of the Heitler-London wavefunction
to describe exchange correlation correctly at vegy long
.range38 , it will nevertheless lead to reasonable results
i "NSA_« «.. p....	 _,	 „.,.. .yam.	 ...	 - 	 .. .	 _	 + 	 ♦ ' ^	 . ;p. h
w .
^^„^,,,,a,,,`j^.•_
	
a .^	 . _ .-	 ..	 .,,	 ._„.....	
. f,^w.... :,.r :,	 a	 f ^t	
__	
^a.",,.^. ..c......^.r.ry.,r.r sr r,....,s..,.,+r^+^+.	 s..+-.n.,-..ar.+++-^ sn ^ 	 m^
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for distances around o
DISCUSSION
The work on the interaction dipole presented in this
y	 A
report is preliminary and incomplete. Nevertheless,
certain interesting conclusions can be drawn.
Firstly, the estimates of the coefficient D 7 given int
Fable 6 suggest that the dispersion contribution to the
interaction dipole can be of the same ;order of magnitude
ii
	 as the overlap dipole. A comparison of the two contributions
to the interaction dipole for three rare-gas diatorns and Hell
at their-conventional.collision diameters, obtained from
references 7,-1 and table 7, is as follows; all values are
in atomic' units. 	 i
Q	 overlap	 dispersion	
i
HeNe	 5.03	 + 0.000171,
	 -1,110.000149
fie'Ar	 5. 65 	 0.00323	 + 0.0001 X11	 .
NeAr	 5.82	 0.00566	 + 0.000570	
i
HeH	 5 . 48	 - 0400214
	 + 0.000701
a
e
.	 a
sum
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We see that the estimated dispersion contribution is
smaller than the overlap coritr: bution in all cases, but
that for HeNe and HeH they are comparable.
Secondly, the sign of the dispersion contribution
as given by the leading terra D 7 is opposite to that of
the overlap contribution for the diatoms HeR, NeHe, HeAr,
NeAr (dispersion -^-, overlap f).	 This suggests it may be
a general rule, at least for the interaction of closed
shell atoms. A pictorial plausibility argument supporting
this suggestion is illustrated in fictu„ t'	 (a) and 4(b).
The arg^ument assumes that the attractix , cc spore se of
the electron density to correlation is ;. ^ `tled by the
repulsive displacement of density by the Pauli principle.
There is ; no clear and obvious basis for ' this assumption.
If the above conclusions are corre ct, the dipole
moment function p(R) for two closed shell a1i:oms will have
the behaviour sketched in figure 5. The long range
behaviour, R is followed by a zero dipole and an exponential
".	
3rise as the atoms overlap and distort. This must reach a
maximum.value, because the dipole moment vanishes for the united }
atom at R=O, and behaves 3 9' 40 like R 3 for small R	 it
may even have another zero and extremum,as shown by the
dashed curve,.since the polarity at short range depends on
	 1
the relative atomic- numbers, Za and Z b	 For ? the united atom
^	 v;mr+rrna »rsAC:rzr'K.S.wer_..n^nwwwr 	 -FM'-a}xx rrr^	 a	 x-a*.r«sxr^ •t ar •ke>Fir... ,.y ^Y.4 rd - ^:s-s 	r. x . .
V ^J
in an 5 state, the atom with the smaller atomic number
is probably always positive 4o. Thus the dipole moment
functions of HeH and HeNe seem likely to have the
extraordinary behaviour indicated by the dashed curve.
The existence of a maximum dipole moment for the
rare-gas diatoms in particular, means that-the extrapolatiogh
procedure used by Matcha and Nesbet 7 to calculate the
overlap dipole at long range from that at short range may
not be reliable.
	 For this reason it will.be
 interesting
to calculate the long
.
 range exchange dipole given by the
simpler approach suggested in this paper.
r
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APPENDICES j
A *
	
	ratios for hydrogen atop	 i
In this appendix we calculate: analytically 'Che exact
limiting and average values of gT (w) = Y (w) /a (iw) and
•
gIY (u,v) = r (u,v) /L (u,v) for the ground state of the
hydrogen atom.	 The quantities a,y r and h are,
defined by equations (44) 	 (47).
gI (0) •
From (45)
'<O'I/A.	 D*>	 <0 I tA. RO6 co)
A2
i
tlr
'w
t`
t
For one electron,  in pour coordinates,
-- r Cos 8	 d	 p^	 — V.^.'. cc	 p
and for the ground state of hydrogen
(A.4.
f
A3
and since 28 o(0) a 9/2 = 4.5 we have
`	 ^(o j : ^io^ ^ ^cCo) ^ la's /^ z = ^. ^ ^ 3
(ii)	 9I ( W ) .
The asymptotic limit g i (co) is given by (64) .	 The
straightforward way of evaluating such quantities would
appear to be to reduce them to commutators, and then use
the fundamental quantal commutator identities. 	 However,..
the presence of the resolvent Ro makes this difficult.
Abetter.technique is to . avoid commutators involving Ro,'
by stopping,.at the half-way stage and evaluating integrals
involving differential operators.
l
Put
(A.1)
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... •.. ^i Hawses+
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— - - .^. ur r.•.rr
A4
sinco - [H, O) is a real anti-hermitian operator.	 Now 	 3
	
A supNI	 ^ t^
Cx
th
XjI
arx
J
Hence, for the hydrogen atom, with Q (r) given by (A.5),
 (A.16)
}
By substituting from (A.4),, (A.6) and (A.16) into ' (A.14)
we get
00
-`r
Similarly
` 24
	
N	 ae.	 5
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In this case
AS
(A.20)
I
R
f	 He4#'z r	 Rx	 -::,^.p++iwarr+-. MiF ^s^sf ^;, :^. -. . 	 :°-xaM arr ar^RS _se:a:asr.w.s:.x^^„....•> c :: 's^rr^!': - ksrwc^	 '.	 C ,^.^ .,....
AG
By substituting from (A.4) , (A. 5) and (A.G) and
integrating we get for hydrogen
P
C
r
OIL f  , > e`er” ^ 1^-;,r) rbar a ^3 ^2
by 
_o
(A4 z5)
A7
{
i
By substituting from (A-6) and integrating
. 
°^ a	 X43 l	 = (0.7-5	 (A. 30)
r
Hence
^ l^ o? ='	 0,0)/LCO,0	 It  ^^,"(^
	
0	 (A. 31)
(v) 9 1 (°°.°°)
The asymptotic form of r (u,v) can be obtained by
substituting (61) into (46) , and is
'Aa
4
E.M++^*M s	 .:. ^.	 ^	 lrmra,^^.,;cs:-.a^ wrt-ltzxx--. x-# LL. rte	 cti5 ^..^+rrv^^+.^w^^^+#^	 , # ::n d+4 a +a a-:. #. ^.._:.«, as ..
#
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For,the hydrogen atom in the ground 1s state
#.
i	 ►
Hence
Ax -4w 00	 L. t^^ N
(vi) The remaining values of g11 given. in (76) can be
calculated by similar means-. g x is trivial	 The
formulae and values required for the others are 	 lAilows
,^, ^,^ ^' to i LC oIti)	 (A.3-8)
A9
o
IAO	 W- 20 40
(A.43)
(A.44)
(A. 45)
.n
iA10
B.	 D,; for hydrogen --hydrogen
The perturbed densities p7  and P7 II for atora.
occurring in equations (119) , (120) f (122) and (123),	 1
can be defined by replacing the operator f  in (116)
and • (117) by the operator.
b.
Hirsschfelder and Eli,ason27 obtained accurate approximations
for these densities for two hydrogen atoms based on a
Lowdin-Shull set used in earlier work 28	 The
approximations may be expressed in the form
FTABLE 1
omparison of accurate and approximate values of D 7
•	 for H	 scaled)_- H s stem	 atomic units)
Accurate Approx.	 (126.7) ApprOX.	 (111)
i	 1 0 0 0
1.05 55,44
+	 1.1 85.65 84.32 85.87
1.2 106.29 104.65 106.53
1.223 107.03
1.3, 102.87 101.29 103.0
1.4 91.48 90.1,1 • 91.58
1.5 78.49 77.33 78.52
1.6 66.29 65.3,3 66.27
1.6875 56.88 56.08 56.83
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19 39.17. 38.65 39.08•
2 33.00 32.57 32.90
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TABLE 3
C. omp rison of accurate and approximate values of
2a+.:ts I and II , of D7 for H_,-H (atomic waits)
D 7 x	 D-111
Accurate
	
Eq. (126)	 Accurate	 Eq. (127
1 0 0 0 0
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1.1 77.74 76.29 7.91 5.03 f
1.2 96.68 94.91 9.61 9.74
1.3 93.84 92.17 9.02 9.13 k
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1.5 72.14 170.94 6.35 6.39 
1.6 • 6 '1.18 60.20 5.12 5.13
1.7 51.56 50.77. 4.09 4.09
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Figure 2, Cross-section through z-axis of s orbitals a and b
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